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Should every recruitment
business be a digital
marketing agency?

As supporters of the Marketing and Advertising
Recruitment Awards we at Colleague Software wanted
to put together some insightful content to share with the
industry. So we got together with The Recruiters Hangout
to host an excellent special MARAS episode and released
a short white paper featuring some of the finalists willing
to share their insights to the question, ‘Should every
recruitment business be a digital marketing agency?’

In this white paper Opus Recruitment Solutions,
Opilio Recruitment and Connect Digital Group offer
their views on the theme, ‘Should every recruitment
business be a digital marketing agency?’ and share their
‘top 10 tips’ on marketing in recruitment.
At the back of the white paper you can also find the top
insights from The Recruiters Hangout special guests and
finalists Steve Ward (CloudNine Social Media and Digital
Talent), Rob Forsyth (Ascent Solutions), James Eppinger
(Connect Digital Group) and Simon Lewis, the founder of
the MARAs.

Should every recruitment business be a digital marketing agency?

Connect DG is a dynamic agency, specializing in growth
strategies and recruitment within the digital media, tech, and
start-up industries. By putting real world media and digital tech
experience behind consultancy and recruitment, Connect DG
prides itself on providing an outstanding level of service to start
ups, candidates and VCs.
Nominated for Best Client Service & Best Agency
Connect DG was founded by two digital media
experts with over 25 combined years of experience
in media and digital tech fields. This first-hand
expertise sets Connect DG apart, and allows
Connect DG to provide both consulting and
recruitment services. With this unique approach,
Connect DG has helped some of the hottest
ad tech companies expand both strategically
and rapidly.

Connect DG is innovative in its global approach.
Its proven platform has helped over a dozen
companies, operating in markets such as
New York, San Francisco, and Berlin, launch
successfully in London and the EU. Connect
DG also serves its clients’ international needs
through strategic alliances with leading recruiting
firms in the US.
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Should every recruitment business
be a digital marketing agency?
In the information age, where people are
connected through and immersed in digital
media, opportunities to recruit and retain
candidates beyond the telephone are endless.
Recruiters must exploit innovative digital
marketing techniques or risk becoming
obsolete. For example, beyond social media
and tailored email marketing, recruitment
agencies can strengthen their brand through
loyalty and candidate referral programs.
But recruiting agencies are fundamentally
different from digital marketing agencies
because our industry is built on personal
connections. Thus, recruiters must also have
a strong real-life presence on the ground and
in the market, developing social connections
through in-person meetings, live events,
and industry gatherings. Finally, regardless
whether you use traditional or emerging
channels, outreach must be targeted and
informed to be effective. This means gaining
a deep understanding of clients – everything
from their current sales and marketing efforts
to the areas where they seek to expand.
Thus even if recruiters do not operate like digital
marketing agencies, they must think like them.
This approach has helped Connect DG locate
the best candidates for our clients while also
helping them grow strategically. The advantages
to this approach are obvious: increased client
satisfaction (and thus loyalty) along with further
recruitment opportunities!

10 Top Tips:
1) Know your company’s positioning in the
market and where your growth is.
2) Target hot pockets/clients in the digital ad
market, where rapid ad revenue is moving.
3) Show a distinct USP that stands out, this
helps good brand recall.
4) Get some proven case studies behind you to
showcase and PR.
5) Do a great job for candidates and clients –
word of mouth PR travels quick.
6) Alignment with the right circles of industry
people – and that they understand simply
what we’re about.
7) Try out as many social media channels that
make sense for your business.
8) If paying for any marketing and it doesn’t
work, reinvest that cash elsewhere.
9) Have a great CRM system – this will
enable you to engage candidates at the precise
time.
10) Enjoy your work and have fun.
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We are a Digital Media, Mobile and Technology recruitment
business. Established in London in 2010, we thought that by
bringing our experiences and passions together, we could really
offer clients and candidates something a little different.
Over the years we have consistently grown our business. We
have an incredible team of passionate and intelligent people that
share our love of the digital media, mobile and technology space.
Having established a great reputation in London, we have opened
up offices in Birmingham & Manchester. We continue to show we
have the network and connections to make great things happen.

Nominated for Best Marketing Campaign
This year Opilio Recruitment are MARA Finalists
for Best Marketing Campaign 2014. Being
nominated in this category recognises the full
scale rebrand Opilio Recruitment undertook.
Fundamental to our new marketing strategy is
placing the great people who work here at the
heart of our brand identity.
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Should every recruitment business be
a digital marketing agency?
Opilio Recruitment is focused on finding the
right candidates for our clients, and candidate
generation is essentially a marketing campaign
for our clients. In this way we reflect a digital
marketing agency.
Digital marketing is vital for any business,
whether it’s regarding SERP’s, creating social
media campaigns or online advertising.
For recruitment, digital marketing is at its best
when put to use for candidate generation.
Social media platforms like LinkedIn make it
extremely easy to engage and re-engage with
past, present and future candidates.

These are very simple and manageable digital
marketing aspects many recruitment companies
can utilise in-house. However it is important to
remember to align your recruitment agency with
the sectors you recruit for. With that in mind
many digital marketing aspects are going to
return a worthwhile ROI to a majority of niche
recruitment agencies.
If like us, at Opilio Recruitment, you recruit in
the digital marketing space, then it is beneficial
not only to market your own brand but also to
receive an added benefit of understanding your
clients and the marketing services they provide.

Writing a blog is another great way to help boost
your online presence, however keeping it up to
date with fresh, interesting and valuable content
is an aspect many businesses struggle with as
other priorities edge their way into the timeline.
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10 Top Tips:
1) Design With SEO In Mind
When designing a new website, you must
always take into account how easy it is to
navigate for both users and search engine bots
alike. User Experience is key but without SEO
your website will lack visitors.

4) Write a meaningful, engaging blog
Having a blog is important, creating regular
posts even more so. Content that engages the
reader and starts a discussion gives yourself
greater value in the eyes of Google and other
search engines.

2) Target Your Long Tail SERPS
With high competition for the top spaces on
SERP’s you must develop a strategy which
will benefit your business. Don’t spread yourself
to thinly across the web, instead pick your
battles. Choose a keyword or two to target
as a primary goal.

5) Publish to Social
If you going to create great content, you
must be able to publish it. Publishing content
throughout the social platforms will give your
post the best chance of creating an impression.

3) Back Link Strategy
Creating a back link strategy should rise to
the top of your list if you’ve yet to create one.
Of greater importance is the managing of the
back link strategy and identifying any poor
quality links. Poor quality links may damage
your websites reputation in the eyes of the
recent upgrade of Penguin 3.0.

6) Create Bespoke Landing Pages
CTA’s, colours, buttons and layout are all vital
to creating a successful landing page which will
convert a greater percentage of your visitors.
Don’t ask for too many details, First Name,
Second Name and Email are more than enough
to get the ball rolling.
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7) Create campaigns using RACE
Using the RACE model will help provide
a few key answers vital to moulding a
successful campaign.
R – Reach:
	What are the best tactics to reach your
target audience?
A – ACT:
	
How will you get your target audience
to take action?
C – Convert:
	How do you get your target audience
to convert into paying customers?
E – Engage:
	
How will you ensure your customers stay
engaged and reengage with the process?

8) Use Analytics
Analytics is vital to understanding your website.
It shows how your customers use your website
and identifies area where customers are leaving.
From this analysis you can act, and you must
act in order to improve customer retention and
conversion rates.
9) Test, Test & Test Again
Following on from making initial changes, keep
track of how successful they are. Then refine
again to further boost your efficiency and drive
excess costs down. This philosophy isn’t just
reserved for your website. It’s vital you test
and retest all digital campaigns to ensure you
continue to fully maximise your ROI. Multi-Variant
testing is fundamental in all forms of marketing.
10) Key eye on ROI
Online advertising tools allow you to track how
successful your digital campaign is. From this
you can measure a clear ROI. Utilise the data
the tools provide to strengthen your campaign
and succeed in gaining a stronger ROI.
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Ever since the launch of the business in 2008, the growing team
at Opus Recruitment Solutions has been dedicated to providing
an exemplary service to clients and candidates. Specialising in the
IT and Global Energy and Engineering markets, Opus Recruitment
Solutions has developed an impressive talent pool and in turn,
has been chosen as the preferred recruitment supplier for a
number of high-profile organisations including Willis, Superdry
and Jack Wills. The business has gone from strength to strength
and in addition to a 133% increase in turnover from £5.9m to
£13.75m between 2011 and 2013, Opus Recruitment Solutions
is on course to report its best year since launch, with turnover
forecast to exceed £23 million in 2014.
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Nominated for Best Contract Recruitment
Team and Recruitment Boss of the Year
Established to recognise recruitment
consultancies that have best confronted the
changing demands of the staffing industry,
Opus Recruitment Solutions has been
nominated for ‘Best Contract Recruitment
Team’ and ‘Recruitment Boss of the Year’
in the MARA awards.
We have a great presence nationally and
take extreme pleasure in getting involved in
conferences all over the UK in order to fully
understand emerging trends. We find that, as
an agency, this promotes us as a value-adding
company that brings together the clients and
candidates who are operating at the front-end
of the market.

By fostering great relationships with clients
and candidates, our reputation has soared.
Not only is our emphasis on delivering a
quality service to our clients but our focus
on ‘passive candidates’, those already in
work and immersed in their respective
markets’ communities, places us a step
ahead of the rest.
Should every recruitment business be
a digital marketing agency?

In a word, yes. Social networking is phenomenally
far-reaching; it brings together industry
communities and, as a result, brand identity and
online brand promotion for recruitment agencies
has become essential. At Opus Recruitment
Solutions, we recognise this and have reflected
the importance in a special partnership with
LinkedIn. Furthermore, we’ve even been voted
the number one social networking recruitment
As a recruitment agency in a demanding and
company on Twitter. As the world of recruitment
constantly evolving sector, we need to know
how to attract a consistent supply of high quality becomes increasingly intertwined with digital
technology, both client and candidate reach
clients and candidates. That is where Opus
has vastly improved. With it, the need for a
Recruitment Solutions’ expertise in marketing
user friendly and a striking website, an active
comes in. Combining this with our forwardsocial media presence and an online brand that
thinking approach to recruitment, we have
demands attention has also increased. Without
no problem in finding innovative solutions to
these elements in place, a recruitment company
even the most challenging of staffing issues,
can’t expect to last in a digitally driven world.
as proven by our first of its kind gamification
platform ‘talentcubed’, specifically designed
for and aimed at introducing graduates to the
exciting world of work.
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10 Top Tips:
1) Make it mobile friendly
Even though mobile recruitment should remain
a priority going into 2015, there is a clear mismatch
between jobseekers’ enthusiasm to search
and apply for jobs online and employers’
readiness to provide it. Two-thirds of employers
have taken no action in investing in a mobile
optimised service for candidates despite
research showing that 62% of jobseekers
now search for vacancies on a mobile device.
Not only do they risk damaging their brand,
but also the chance that top quality candidates
may slip through the net.
2) Become a thought leader
With traditional marketing such as print,
TV and radio waning, the ‘Big Data’ information
age is really upon us. Content that engages,
informs and entertains the reader, without ever
deviating from its purpose - tells an audience
that the author is one which knows and, more
importantly, cares about the industry it claims
to specialise in. Inspiring trust in your target
market is a must for modern recruitment
consultancies.

3) Outsource it
Not all companies can afford to have an
in-house marketing team at their disposal and
so out-sourcing your strategy to a specialised
agency can save a lot of time, money and effort.
A marketing agency that understands the space
and the industries in which they operate can not
only add value to your strategy, but also allow
you to gain experience and knowledge in that
space going forward.
4) Analyse the past
The only way to move forward with a clear
and determined strategy is to understand past
projects and approaches. If your past efforts
didn’t work, understand why. If they did work,
then why are you changing them? What could
you do better?
5) Check out your competitors
There is no harm in taking a look at what your
competitors are doing; after all, they are going
after the same audience. You can gauge what
their strategy is, what they are doing right but
more importantly what they are not doing.
6) Know your technology
If you think you can get by on pen and paper
then think again. For a digital marketing strategy
to take hold, a company must understand the
technological needs behind each operation.
If you don’t have the correct equipment and
training in place, can you really expect your
efforts to pay off?
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7) Follow up leads
There is no point in any strategy if there is no
aim or expected outcome. If you have access
to any data reports or leads that come from
your marketing then don’t hesitate to follow
them up. There is no bigger detriment to your
efforts than failing to act upon what you’ve created.
8) Embrace the hashtag
Social media isn’t something to be afraid of.
Stay active, post relevant content and interact
with your audience. You may not realise how
much personal and direct interaction is valued.

9) Be visual
Web users have become increasingly impatient
and studies have shown that they decide
whether to stay on a site within the first 10
seconds of visiting. This makes it increasingly
difficult for businesses to communicate their key
messages and ethos. Combat this by creating
a visual website that contains as little text as
possible, without losing information.
10) Stay consistent
You may have already put all of my previous tips
to the test but if you don’t stay consistent and
determined throughout every aspect of your
campaign, you could do more damage than
you would without any strategy at all!
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About the MARAs
Simon Lewis Founder of Onlymarketingjobs.com

“The Marketing & Advertising Recruitment Awards
were established to recognise recruitment
consultancies that have best confronted the
changing demands of the staffing industry, displaying
unparalleled excellence within the overarching
marketing industry and digital sectors. Now in their
fifth year, these coveted awards help dynamic
recruiters win more business and attract better
candidates. They also add a unique component
to the employer branding strategy.”
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Click here to see all of our previous shows and to sign up for future episodes.

The Recruiters Hangout is a unique webinar show where special guests and industry
experts share their top tips, insights and advice with a live online audience via
Google+ Hangouts on Air. Join our host, recruitment strategist and RCEuro founder,
Alan Whitford, who makes sure viewers get the most from the show - asking the
right questions and ensuring the discussion stays on track. Joining Alan is Mark
Stephens from the Technology in Recruitment Alliance, Smart Recruit and the F10
Group and Louis Welcomme from Colleague Software. They are ably supported by
Louise Triance from UK Recruiter who monitors the Twitter hashtag #rechangout for
questions and comments during the broadcasts.
Head to the Recruiters Hangout page to see all of our previous shows and to sign
up for future episodes.

#RecHangout is supported by:

The Recruiters Hangout

Highlights from the #Rechangout:
Should every recruitment business be a digital
marketing agency?
Rob Forsyth
Agency Owner
Ascent Solutions

“There needs to be balance... In digital recruitment you need
consultants that can engage candidates on the phone, meet
them face to face... and ultimately get to know those people as
individuals.”
“Ultimately our business is about placing people... and we‘re not
going to do this via a automated marketing system.”
“Do people really want to have a conversation with a consultant on
their phones and tablets? Your brand needs to be visible at just
at the point the candidate is looking for a job – this takes a lot of
market research.”
“All the noise, all the blogging, all the engagement, all the social
activity that some recruitment consultants do… I don’t know if it’s
all necessary. It’s time consuming and very easy to do it badly.”
“Should we empower consultants to build their personal brand?
The challenge is defining what makes a good recruitment
consultant and the key thing is trust.”
“Candidates need to feel they can trust their consultants – you
need to be able to listen, to consult, you need to understand that
candidate, and you need to know what you’re talking about.”
“The agency would be better off employing an actual marketer and
adopt a lead generation strategy that feeds to consultants. The
consultants should make the first point of contact, listen to the
candidates and go and make placements.”
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Steve Ward
Owner
CloudNine Social Media and Digital Talent

“Every recruitment business should have a solid and active
website... the big bit is do we become creative and social entities
as recruitment agencies?”
“There is no point trying to be a digital recruitment agency if you
have the wrong candidate and client audience.”
“The difficulty is that recruitment agencies are still driven by sales
calls… We’ve got this rich blend of opportunities to communicate
with people on so many levels – absolutely take this opportunity.”
“People want to relate to people like them. When dealing with
people in all walks of life you have to find a way of meeting
them on the level. The kind and style of the recruiter needs to
change. You need people who can connect with and understands
candidates.”
“The only people that carry a brand are great people – who have
the freedom to connect, use their personality, be real people, and
the brand will follow.”
“You’ve got to do marketing well. This is my concern with pushing a
skill set which is not within a recruiter’s natural remit… My issue is
that I’ve seen that fail in a sense they have a few bad months and
they blame the social media manager.”
“If you can get it right, and you choose the right people to do it, the
impact generates referral and recommendation – the more you
do that makes people go wow, the more your business generates
advocacy and greater candidate loyalty.”
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James Eppinger
Agency Owner
Connect Digital Group

“We need to distinguish between marketing to your candidates
and marketing to your clients… Recruitment agencies can do
PR around their clients focusing on areas of growth. We use this
market knowledge to make clients more attractive to candidates.”

Simon Lewis
Job Board Founder
OnlyMarketingJobs.com

‘Unless recruitment agencies start thinking like digital agencies next
year will be the last year of their existence….’
“Although an exaggeration there is an element of truth to this.”
“People are starting to see savvy recruiters as the best route in
to their ultimate job. Hiring clients are spending more on their
employer branding strategies… this means recruiters have to
adapt and do things differently.”
“Retained assignments are the way forward. These need to
encompass a marketing strategy.”
“Sales is different these days, it’s not just about smashing phones.
We’ve got a couple of guys who write and talk about pieces of
interest in the industry to clients - not just about whether their
clients have a job they can work on. The traction is amazing”
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Colleague gives specialist recruiters an all-in-one system
for managing the entire recruitment process – providing
managers and consultants with the intelligence, integration,
automation and workflow they need to do their job
effectively and efficiently.
Like you, we’re driven by customer partnerships built on
experience, knowledge and trust. For almost twenty years
our customers have shaped and honed the technology
they expect from us. Today Colleague is used by hundreds
of specialist recruitment businesses who value software
that is adaptable, efficient, relevant and easy to use.
We operate with an attitude of flexibility, integrity and
openness. Colleague can be licensed on a perpetual,
rental or mixed basis and hosted remotely or on premise,
our software can be customised according to the way you
work, and our people will go above and beyond to give
you the support you expect.

Experience, flexibility and our close relationships with
recruitment leaders means we’re thinking ahead when
it comes to understanding your needs. We immerse
ourselves in the industry and encourage our people to
think originally and never stop learning. Most importantly
we build close relationships with our clients – allowing
us to offer constantly evolving technology that gives
recruiters the edge.
Products and support you’ve made; knowledgeable,
open, trustworthy, reliable and indispensable. It’s what
we all want from a partnership, isn’t it?
So, come and talk to us about our all-in-one platform
for specialist recruitment businesses.

Follow us online
www.twitter.com/ColleagueRS
www.facebook.com/ColleagueSoftware
www.linkedin.com/company/colleague-software
https://plus.google.com/+ColleagueEu/posts
www.youtube.com/ColleagueSoftware
www.colleaguesoftware.com | sales@colleaguesoftware.com | 01603 735935

